ABSTRACT: Grafting density and graft distribution impact the chain dimensions and physical properties of polymers. However, achieving precise control over these structural parameters presents long-standing synthetic challenges. In this report, we introduce a versatile strategy to synthesize polymers with tailored architectures via grafting-through ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP). One-pot copolymerization of an ω-norbornenyl macromonomer and a discrete norbornenyl co-monomer (diluent) provides opportunities to control the backbone sequence and therefore the side chain distribution. Toward sequence control, the homopolymerization kinetics of 23 diluents were studied, representing diverse variations in the stereochemistry, anchor groups, and substituents. These modifications tuned the homopolymerization rate constants over two orders of magnitude (0.36 M −1 s −1 < khomo < 82 M −1 s −1 ). Rate trends were identified and elucidated by complementary mechanistic and density functional theory (DFT) studies. Building on this foundation, complex architectures were achieved through copolymerizations of selected diluents with a poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), or polystyrene (PS) macromonomer. The cross-propagation rate constants were obtained by non-linear least squares fitting of the instantaneous co-monomer concentrations according to the Mayo-Lewis terminal model. Indepth kinetic analyses indicate a wide range of accessible macromonomer/diluent reactivity ratios (0.08 < r1/r2 < 20), corresponding to blocky, gradient, or random backbone sequences. We further demonstrated the versatility of this copolymerization approach by synthesizing AB graft diblock polymers with tapered, uniform, and inverse-tapered molecular "shapes." Small-angle X-ray scattering analysis of the self-assembled structures illustrates effects of the graft distribution on the domain spacing and backbone conformation. Collectively, the insights provided herein into the ROMP mechanism, monomer design, and homo-and copolymerization rate trends offer a general strategy for the design and synthesis of graft polymers with arbitrary architectures. Controlled copolymerization therefore expands the parameter space for molecular and materials design.
INTRODUCTION
Molecular architecture impacts the chemical and physical properties of all polymers. Achieving precise control over the chain connectivity, sequence, and symmetry presents synthetic challenges as well as rich opportunities for materials design. Over the past several decades, advances in controlled polymerization have enabled the synthesis of polymers with complex architectures. [1] [2] [3] [4] Graft polymers are a class of such nonlinear architectures featuring polymeric side chains attached to a polymeric backbone. The grafting density and distribution of grafts along the backbone determine the steric interactions between side chains and in turn influence the physical properties. Graft polymers display many unique properties compared to their linear analogues, such as extended chain conformations, [5] [6] [7] [8] increased entanglement molecular weights, [9] [10] [11] [12] and architecturedependent rheological behavior. [13] [14] [15] [16] Recent studies have harnessed these properties in a wide variety of applications in photonics, [17] [18] [19] drug delivery, [20] [21] [22] transport, [23] [24] and thermoplastics. [25] [26] Continued progress in synthetic command over polymer architecture enables further studies of structure-property relationships and inspires new potential applications.
Graft polymers represent ideal platforms to study how chain connectivity defines nanostructures and thereby physical properties. Despite the importance of grafting density and graft distribution, synthetic strategies that permit precise control of these parameters are currently limited. Grafting-to [27] [28] [29] [30] and grafting-from [31] [32] [33] [34] approaches require multiple steps in which side chains are either attached to or grown from a pre-formed backbone. Steric congestion along the backbone typically prevents precise control over the molecular weight, grafting density, and side chain distribution. As a result, the synthesis of well-defined architectural variants -let alone materials with variable chemical compositions -is challenging. Graftingthrough ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) closes this gap by affording wide functional group tolerance and enabling simultaneous control over side chain and backbone lengths. [35] [36] [37] We recently introduced a ROMP strategy that provides access to polymers with uniform grafting densities spanning the linear to bottlebrush regimes. 38 In this report, we further expand the scope of architectural design by demonstrating that ROMP can be exploited to further tune "molecular shapes."
Our approach employs controlled copolymerization of a macromonomer and a small-molecule diluent. The relative reactivity of the two co-monomers directly dictates the spatial arrangement of the side chains. For example, if the macromonomer and diluent copolymerize at approximately the same rate, the side chains are therefore uniformly distributed along the polymer backbone ( Figure 1A ). Such polymers are widely termed 2 "cylindrical molecular brushes" due to their steric-induced stiffness and axes of symmetry. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] These cylindrical brushes can be modeled as wormlike chains with the same average crosssectional radius (Rc) along the entire backbone. 5, [44] [45] [46] On the other hand, if the macromonomer and diluent copolymerize at different rates, the resulting gradient sequences are anticipated to template different side chain conformations. Depending on the extent of side chain stretching, Rc varies and tapered, noncylindrical molecular shapes result ( Figure 1B) . Control over the co-monomer distribution therefore opens opportunities to manipulate the chain dimensions and physical properties.
In this report, we provide the first demonstration that varying the stereochemistry and steric profiles of discrete co-monomers enables the synthesis of well-defined graft polymers with tunable grafting density and graft distribution. We will first discuss the homopolymerization kinetics of a library of discrete norbornenyl monomers, then build complexity through controlled copolymerizations of these small molecules with ω-norbornenyl macromonomers. Trends in the homo-and cross-propagation rates will be outlined to provide guidance for future rational design of polymer architectures with arbitrary graft chemistry and distribution. We will illustrate the versatility of this copolymerization strategy through the synthesis of graft polymers with different anticipated molecular shapes. The physical consequences of varying the graft distribution will be discussed in the context of block polymer self-assembly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Monomer Design. Previous work introduced endo,exo-norbornenyl dialkylesters as appropriate discrete monomers (diluents) to control the grafting density of polymers with poly(D,Llactide) (PLA, Mn = 3230 g mol −1 ), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Mn = 1280 g mol −1 ), or polystyrene (PS, Mn = 3990 g mol −1 ) side chains. 38 Across all macromonomer/diluent combinations and feed ratios, kinetic analyses indicated approximately equal rates of co-monomer consumption and therefore approximately uniform side chain distributions. Obtaining nonuniform side chain distributions requires changing the relative reactivity of the macromonomer and diluent. We propose that designing new small-molecule co-monomers is the most convenient route. This strategy avoids potentially tedious endgroup modifications to the macromonomers and retains the synthetic utility of one-pot batch copolymerization. While semibatch methods (involving continuous addition of one monomer to another) can afford wide control over polymer sequences, [47] [48] they require additional instrumentation and optimization of factors such as feed ratio and feed rate. [49] [50] Similarly, while sequential addition of macromonomers with different molecular weights can also provide access to tapered architectures, 51 this approach requires the preparation of multiple well-defined macromonomers and fixes the grafting density at 100%.
Figure 1.
Grafting-through ROMP of a small-molecule diluent (white) and a macromonomer (black). Since the side chains (red) are connected to certain backbone units, control over the backbone sequence directly determines the side chain distribution: (A) uniform, (B) gradient, etc. The anticipated average cross-sectional radius of gyration (Rc) is indicated. For ease of visualization, chains are illustrated in the limit of fully extended backbones.
Chart 1 highlights opportunities for monomer design. The polymerizable strained olefin, anchor group, and substituents can all be readily modified. Substituted norbornenes were selected for our study due to (1) the ease of modifying the stereochemistry and functional groups and (2) the high ring strain, which disfavors unproductive [2+2] cycloreversion. 52 The importance of the anchor group in homopolymerization kinetics has been demonstrated for both discrete norbornenes [53] [54] and more recently, ω-norbornenyl macromonomers. 55 In contrast, anchor group effects on the copolymerization of discrete monomers and macromonomers have not been studied. In order to investigate these effects, discrete substituted norbornenes with five different types of anchor groups were synthesized:
, and exo-imide (x-I, 5). For each anchor group, monomers with different substituents (R) were prepared, including for example homologous alkyl groups or para-substituted phenyl rings. All monomers can be prepared in high yields in one or two steps from commercially available starting materials. (Further synthetic details can be found in the Supporting Information.) These steric and electronic variations provide a diverse library of co-monomers for ROMP.
The homopolymerization kinetics of all monomers were studied under the same conditions. ROMP of each monomer in dichloromethane ([M] = 50 mM) was catalyzed by the fast-initiating third-generation ruthenium metathesis catalyst, (H2IMes)(pyr)2(Cl)2Ru=CHPh ([G3]0 = 0.5 mM). Over the course of the polymerization, aliquots (<20 μL) were collected and immediately quenched into separate vials containing excess 3 ethyl vinyl ether and a silica-bound metal scavenger (SiliaMetS). 56 Removing the quenched ruthenium complex from solution prevents potential reactivation and undesired metathesis that would affect the apparent rates. Analysis by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1 H NMR spectroscopy indicates first-order rate dependence on monomer concentration. The first-and second-order rate constants (kobs and khomo, respectively) were determined according to Eq. 1:
For many monomers, the rate constants were determined at least in triplicate. The calculated values typically varied by no more than five percent ( Figure S6 ).
Chart 1. Monomer design for ring-opening metathesis copolymerization.
Studying trends in khomo with variations in steric and electronic structure guides monomer design. The first class of monomers studied herein features endo,exo-diester anchor groups (dx-DE). The homopolymerization kinetics of ten dx-DE monomers with different substituents were analyzed (1a-1j, Figure  2 ). The monomers were readily synthesized by esterification of commercially available norbornene endo,exo-dicarboxylic acid with the appropriate alcohol (1a-d, Scheme S1). (For the synthesis of 1e-1j, the acyl chloride derivatives were required, Scheme S2.) In a series of monomers with homologous alkyl substituents (R = methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, n-butyl; 1a-d), khomo decreases with increasing substituent size. Increasing the steric bulk with isopropyl-and tert-butyl-substituted monomers (1e-f) further decreases khomo. These results indicate that sterics clearly impact the homopolymerization kinetics: for example, the methyl-substituted monomer polymerizes over three times faster than the tert-butyl-substituted analogue (khomo = 18.7 versus 5. Changing the stereochemistry of the diester anchor groups further demonstrates the effects of steric variations on polymerization rates. (Synthetic details: Schemes S3-S4.) Comparing series with the same substituents ( Figure 3A) , respectively. The same anchor group trend occurs for ethyl-, n-propyl-, and n-butyl-substituted norbornenyl diesters and is anticipated to be independent of the substituent.
In order to further examine the relationship between anchor groups and homopolymerization kinetics, norbornenyl monomers with endo-imide (d-I) and exo-imide (x-I) linkages were also synthesized (Schemes S5-S6). The x-I anchor group has been widely incorporated in macromonomers toward the synthesis of bottlebrush polymers by grafting-through ROMP, 21, 55, [57] [58] [59] motivating our interest in imide-based diluents. Compared to diester anchor groups, imides are more rigid due 4 to their fused rings and thereby change the monomer steric profile. The electronic character differs as well, since the electron density of an imide oxygen is typically greater than the electron density of an ester oxygen. The interplay of steric and electronic influences will be discussed further in the following section. Figure 3B compares khomo for monomers with each of the five anchor groups. The endo/exo rate difference between d-I and x-I is magnified compared to the endo/exo rate differences observed among the diester-substituted monomers. Figure 3B also shows that the steric effects of the R group are smaller for x-I and d-I compared to the diester series. For monomers containing the same substituents, the following trend in khomo is observed: Figure 4 and Table S1 summarize the homopolymerization kinetics for all monomers studied herein. Variations in the anchor groups and substituents afford a wide range of khomo over two orders of magnitude, spanning 0.362
. This library of monomers can be readily diversified by simple esterification reactions, providing a versatile platform for tuning the polymerization rates. Understanding the origin of trends in khomo provides insight into the ROMP mechanism. While developing a complete mechanistic understanding is outside the scope of this study, we aim to identify key components of khomo in order to facilitate applications of this method as well as future monomer design. Origin of Rate Trends. Polymerization rates are determined by a combination of steric and electronic factors. Our results suggest that steric effects dominate: (1) In a series of monomers with homologous alkyl R groups, the electronic character is similar but khomo decreases as the steric bulk increases ( Figure  2 ). (2) khomo is relatively insensitive to distal electronic variations (for example, via para-substitution of phenyl R groups, Figure 2 ). (3) khomo decreases for endo-substituted monomers compared to the corresponding exo isomers ( Figure 3 ). In agreement with this work, previous studies of the ROMP of norbornene derivatives have also observed that endo isomers polymerize more slowly than their exo counterparts. 54, [60] [61] [62] [63] The observed rate trends could be motivated by a combination of factors, including but not limited to pyridine coordination, olefin coordination, cycloaddition, and formation of a sixmembered chelate involving the ruthenium center and the esteror imide-functionalized chain end. 64 In order to deconvolute these potential contributions to khomo, we examined the mechanism of ROMP. Based on previously reported results for related phosphine-based catalysts, [65] [66] [67] we proposed a dissociative pathway ( Figure 5A 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   5 intermediate. Subsequent cycloreversion yields a Pn+1 alkylidene and regenerates the 14-electron species. From a Van't Hoff analysis, Guironnet and coworkers recently reported an equilibrium constant Keq,1 = k1/k −1 = 0.5 M in CD2Cl2 at 298 K. 68 In agreement with this work, we observed a similar Keq,1 value from 1 H NMR pyridine titration experiments (0.25 M, Figure  S7 ). The large Keq,1 value indicates that >99.8% of the precatalyst G3 exists as the monopyridine adduct in solution under the conditions employed in our homo-and copolymerization studies ([G3]0 = 0.5 mM). As a result, the concentration of free pyridine is approximately equal to the initial concentration of G3 (i.e., [pyr] ≈ [G3]0). We derived a simplified rate expression corresponding to a proposed dissociative ROMP pathway in which olefin coordination is the rate-limiting step:
In this rate expression, Keq,2 corresponds to dissociation of the second pyridine and is affected by the identity of the alkylidene ligand. At high catalyst concentrations ([pyr] >> Keq,2), a pseudo-zeroth-order dependence on [G3]0 is observed. 68 At low catalyst concentrations however, we observed a rate dependence on [G3]0 for monomers 5a and 5b ( Figure S8 ). Collectively, these kinetic analyses are consistent with a dissociative pathway. Density functional theory (DFT) methods were employed to address potential chelation effects. Chelation sequesters the catalyst in an unproductive form ( Figure 5A , a) and therefore slows the polymerization rate. 71 For methyl-substituted endo,endoand exo,exo-norbornenyl diesters (2a and 3a, respectively), the ground-state potential energy surfaces corresponding to one productive ROMP cycle were computed ( Figures 5B and S9) . The relative free energies at 298 K (ΔG) indicate that formation of the six-membered chelate is more favorable for the endo isomer (ΔΔGchelate = 9.64 kcal mol 2a) . These results are consistent with previous reports on the ROMP of discrete norbornenyl monomers with similar ruthenium catalysts 64, 66, 72 and are anticipated to be valid whether olefin coordination (k3 << k4) or cycloaddition (k3 >> k4) is the rate-limiting step. 73 Insights into the rate trends from mechanistic studies help identify important elements of monomer design and, therefore, opportunities for controlled copolymerization.
Copolymerization Kinetics. In order to analyze the copolymerization kinetics of a macromonomer and a discrete comonomer, the Mayo-Lewis terminal model was adapted for G3-catalyzed ROMP. 38 The terminal model assumes that, for a mixture of two monomers M1 and M2, there are two propagating species (M1* and M2*) whose reactivities solely depend on the last-incorporated monomer. 74 The copolymerization kinetics can be captured by four propagation reactions involving M1* and M2*, each described by a unique rate constant k. Figure 6 shows the relevant reactions for a mixture of a discrete diluent (M2) and a macromonomer (M1): (A) diluent self-propagation (M2* → M2*, k22), (B) cross-propagation via addition of M1 to M2* (M2* → M1*, k21), (C) macromonomer self-propagation (M1* → M1*, k11), and (D) cross-propagation via addition of M2 to M1* (M1* → M2*, k12). The conversion over time of all species can be described by a system of four ordinary differential equations. Non-linear least squares regression, described in a previous report, 38 was used to fit the instantaneous monomer concentrations over the entire course of the copolymerization. Finding the best numerical solutions for the cross-propagation rates k12 and k21 enables determination of the reactivity ratios, r1 = k11/k12 and r2 = k22/k21. 
The relative reactivity, captured by r1 and r2, determines the polymer sequence. r1 and r2 can be tuned by building on insights into homopolymerization rate trends. Monomer design ultimately enables architecture design: for a polymerizable macromonomer with any side chain chemistry, a discrete co-monomer can be selected among those in Figure 4 or otherwise designed to target desired backbone sequences. In turn, control over the backbone sequence directly controls side chain distribution. We will first discuss general trends and opportunities for copolymerization, then outline potential implications for polymer architectures by design.
In order to study the impact of monomer structure on the copolymerization kinetics, we selected 13 diluents and copolymerized each with the same ω-norbornenyl macromonomer (PLA, Mn = 3230 g mol ) ( Figure 7A ). Figure 7B arranges these discrete co-monomers in order of increasing k22. For all copolymerization experiments, the total backbone degree of polymerization (Nbb) and monomer feed ratio (f) were fixed: given x equivalents of the diluent and y equivalents of PLA relative to 1 equivalent of G3, Nbb = x + y ≈ 200 and f = x/y ≈ 1. The copolymerization conditions, including monomer and catalyst concentrations, were identical to those for the homopolymerization experiments described above:
75 The kinetics were monitored in the same way as the homopolymerization kinetics, i.e., by quenching aliquots of the polymerization mixture. The instantaneous concentrations of the macromonomer and diluent were determined by integrating the olefin resonances in 1 H NMR spectra, and k12 and k21 were obtained by non-linear least squares regression. SEC data for all copolymers indicate low dispersities (Ð < 1.1) and similar molecular weights ( Figure S10 , Table S2 ). Figure 7C shows the self-propagation rate constants (k11, k22) and reactivity ratios (r1, r2) for the copolymerization of PLA (M1) with different diluents (M2). (All data, including the cross-propagation rate constants k12 and k21, are compiled in Table S3.) k11 is constant throughout the series (= 17.2 M −1 s −1 ) since M1 is the same in each co-monomer pair, while k22 varies over a wide range due to anchor group and substituent effects (2d: 0.362 M −1 s −1 to 5a: 82.4 M −1 s
−1
). As k22 increases, r2 also increases. The magnitude of r2 reflects the reactivity of the propagating alkylidene M2* toward free M1 and M2. 76 In the case that r2 < 1, for example when PLA is copolymerized with dd-DE or d-I diluents (2d to 2a, 0.4 < r2 < 0.9), M2* preferentially adds M1. In the opposite case r2 > 1, for example when PLA is copolymerized with dx-DE, xx-DE, or x-I diluents (3d to 5a, 1.2 < r2 < 3.1), M2* preferentially adds M2 instead. In other words, if a diluent is the terminal unit of the propagating species, the probability of incorporating either a macromonomer or another diluent reflects the difference between the homopolymerization rate constants: when k22 < k11, r2 < 1 and M2* favors macromonomer addition; on the other hand, when k22 > k11, r2 > 1 and M2* favors diluent addition. 77 Translating these trends to the copolymer sequence also requires examination of r1, which reflects consumption of the other propagating species M1*. Figure 7C shows that, as k22 increases, r1 generally decreases, opposite the trend observed for r2. These observations suggest that both M1* and M2* We note that, while r1 generally decreases with increasing k22, the trend is not monotonic. These results highlight the additional complexity that copolymerization introduces. While informative, the difference between the homopolymerization rate constants (k11−k22) is not a universal predictor for the values of r1 and r2 (nor therefore the copolymer sequence). For example, when PLA is copolymerized with a xx-DE diluent, r2 varies but r1 remains the same (= 0.36 ± 0.02), regardless of whether k22 < k11 (3d, 3c, and 3b) or k22 > k11 (3a). Meanwhile, when PLA is copolymerized with the dx-DE analogue of 3a (i.e., 1a), the self-propagation rates are equal (k22 = k11) and both r1 and r2 are approximately equal to 1. These observations suggest that the key interactions identified in our study of diluent homopolymerization rate trends do not fully capture the relative reactivity upon copolymerization. The individual second-order rate constants (k11, k12, k21, k22) are affected by both (1) pyridine binding (Keq,2) and (2) chelation and olefin binding (k3). Both those 7 terms are inherently dictated by the identities of the approaching olefin monomer and the propagating alkylidene. While elucidating the origin of copolymerization rate trends is outside the scope of this report, we note that the large disparity between the molecular weights of the PLA macromonomer and diluents (10-to 20-fold) likely plays a significant role in the departure from simple chain-end control. Under the copolymerization conditions (rapid stirring in dilute solution), simple diffusion of free monomers to the catalyst active site is not expected to limit propagation. However, beyond the anchor group and substituent effects outlined for discrete diluents, the presence of polymeric side chains in proximity to the metal center should amplify steric congestion. Excluded volume interactions and solvent quality may further affect the steric and electronic environment around the propagating metal center.
Graft Polymer Architecture. Monitoring the copolymerization kinetics enables determination of the instantaneous composition and therefore the graft polymer architecture. Using the experimentally determined rate constants, the probability of incorporating either a diluent or a macromonomer at any point in the growing chain can be simulated. 38 Figure 8 plots these probabilities as a function of the total conversion for several PLA/diluent pairs. If r1 > r2, gradient sequences are obtained. The copolymers are rich in M1 at early conversions and rich in M2 at later conversions, producing tapered side chain distributions (e.g., PLA + 4a, Figure 8A ). If r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 1, the copolymer backbone sequence is approximately random and therefore the side chains are uniformly distributed (e.g. PLA + 1a, Figure  8B ). Lastly, if r1 < r2, the inverse-tapered graft polymers are obtained, which are rich in M2 at early conversions and rich in M1 at later conversions (e.g., PLA + 5a, Figure 8C ). The ROMP copolymerization strategy outlined herein provides a general approach to architecture design for any side chain chemistry. In principle, given any polymerizable macromonomer, a diluent can be designed to access any desired sequence. Although the magnitudes of r1 and r2 cannot presently be predicted de novo, insights into the relationships among r1, r2, and diluent structure should guide the selection of appropriate macromonomer/diluent pairs. In order to further illustrate these design principles, the copolymerization kinetics of various diluents with either a PDMS (Mn = 1280 g mol −1 ) or PS (Mn = 3990 g mol −1 ) macromonomer were also studied. PDMS and PS polymerize faster (k11 = 21.6 M −1 s −1
) and slower (k11 = 4.18 M −1 s −1 ) than PLA, respectively. The selected diluents all homopolymerize slower than PDMS (k22 < k11, with the exception of 3a) and faster than PS (k22 > k11). The self-propagation rate constants and reactivity ratios are provided in Figure 9 . All values are compiled in Tables S4-S5 , and SEC data are provided in Figures S11-S12 and Tables S6-S7. Copolymerizations of PDMS with each of the selected diluents generally follow the same trends outlined for PLA/diluent copolymerizations. As k22 increases while k11 remains constant, r2 increases and r1 decreases. In other words, as k22 increases, both M1* and M2* increasingly favor incorporating M2 instead of M1. The xx-DE diluents (3a, 3d) are again outliers, leading to smaller values of r1 than diluents with any other anchor group. As a result, at least for copolymerizations with PDMS or PLA macromonomers, the xx-DE anchor group inherently favors gradient sequences that are M2-rich at early conversions and M1-rich at later conversions. Copolymerizations of PS with any of the selected diluents reveal a similar kinetic preference for gradient sequences. Unlike copolymerizations with either PLA or PDMS, regardless of the relative magnitude of k22 (2.7 < k22−k11 < 78 M −1 s −1 ), r2 remains constant (≈ 1). The constant magnitude of r2 suggests that M2* displays similar reactivity toward PS and any diluent. Meanwhile, since M1* favors incorporating M2 (r1 < 1), gradient sequences result.
The copolymerization kinetics for PLA, PDMS, and PS collectively illustrate how different diluents can be used to control the graft polymer architecture. The magnitudes of r1 and r2 determine the backbone sequence, which can be alternating (r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 0), blocky (r1, r2 >> 1), gradient (r1 >> r2 or r1 << r2), or random (r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 1). 76 The backbone sequence in turn directly determines the side chain distribution (Figure 1 ). Figure 10 illustrates the wide range of distributions obtained by copolymerizing PLA, PDMS, or PS with selected diluents. The relative reactivities of the macromonomers and diluents are interpreted in terms of the quotient r1/r2, which reflects the kinetic preference for the chain end (either M1* or M2*) to incorporate M1 over M2.
PLA/diluent copolymerizations obtain r1/r2 ranging from 0.20 (PLA + 5a) to 5.8 (PLA + 4a). Copolymerizing PDMS with 4a, one of the slowest-polymerizing diluents studied herein, produces a remarkably large difference between r1 and r2: r1/r2 = 19. This large disparity in reactivity results in a highly gradient -potentially even blocky -distribution of side chains. Since r1 >> r2, the graft polymers are densely grafted (i.e., rich in M1) at early conversions and loosely grafted (i.e., rich in M2) at later conversions. Copolymerizing PS with 5b, one of the 8 fastest-polymerizing diluents introduced in this report, also affords a wide gap in reactivity: r1/r2 = 0.084. Compared to PDMS + 4a, the inverse-tapered sequence is obtained. The ability to invert the gradient direction may not affect the properties of homopolymers, but it is valuable in the design of block polymers and other multicomponent materials. In the final section, we will demonstrate the physical consequences of varying the sequence distribution in the context of block polymer self-assembly. Figure 10 . Reactivity ratio map. The copolymerization kinetics studied for PLA, PDMS, and PS are interpreted in terms of the quotient r1/r2, plotted on the x-axis. For ease of visualization, the simulated structures show fully extended side chains and backbones.
Physical Consequences. Grafting density and graft distribution are important parameters that govern polymer architectures and physical properties. Grafting-through ring-opening metathesis copolymerization has recently been exploited to study how grafting density affects the scaling of the block polymer lamellar period. 78 In the final section of this report, we will further demonstrate the utility of the ROMP method by describing the synthesis of AB diblock polymers with variable side chain distributions, then examine how differences in chain connectivity affect self-assembly.
Three different AB graft diblock polymers were synthesized by controlled ROMP. Simple substitutions of the discrete comonomers ensure that the block polymers differ only in the distribution of the grafts. All other aspects of the structure and chemistry are identical:  All block polymers feature PDMS and PS side chains. The grafting-through approach guarantees that the side chain molecular weights are the same within each block (PDMS: 1280 g mol −1 , PS: 3990 g mol −1 ).  The grafting density in each block is 50%.
 The backbone degree of polymerization in each block is the same. For the A block (PDMS + diluent), Nbb,A = 150; for the B block (PS + diluent), Nbb,B = 50.  The above constraints enforce equal block volume fractions for all three block polymers: f = 0.50. The side chain distributions can be varied while fixing all of the preceding parameters by switching the identity of the diluents in each block. Figure 11A illustrates the resulting architectures with uniform (BP-1) or gradient (BP-2, BP-3) graft distributions. The backbones are drawn in the fully extended limit for ease of visualization, and the side chain conformations and cross-sectional radii are depicted as anticipated by existing theory.
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BP-1 was synthesized by first copolymerizing PDMS and endo,exo-norbornenyl dimethylester (dx-DMeE, 1a) in a 1:1 feed ratio. Since r1 = 1.1 and r2 = 0.94, the first block has an ideal random backbone sequence and therefore uniform side chain distribution. After complete consumption of PDMS and dx-DMeE, the chain ends were still living, and the second block (B) was added via a 1:1 mixture of PS and endo,exo-norbornenyl di-n-butylester (dx-D n BuE, 1d). Since r1 = 0.80 and r2 = 1.2, the side chain distribution in the second block is also effectively uniform. A graft polymer with a gradient side chain distribution (BP-2) was synthesized by keeping all conditions exactly the same but simply switching the diluents. The first block (A) was synthesized by copolymerizing PDMS with dx-D n BuE instead of dx-DMeE; since r1 = 1.1 and r2 = 0.43, the block is rich in the macromonomer at early conversions and rich in the diluent at late conversions. Addition of PS + dx-DMeE as the second block (B; r1 = 0.54, r2 = 1.4) therefore produces a block polymer with low grafting density at the block-block junction and increasing grafting density moving toward the free chain ends. A third distinct graft block polymer (BP-3) was synthesized by keeping all conditions exactly the same as those for BP-2 but simply switching the order in which the blocks were added. By polymerizing block B (PS + dx-DMeE) first and block A (PDMS + dx-D n BuE) second, the product features the inverse-tapered architecture compared to BP-2. Figure S13 The three graft block polymers were annealed for 24 hours at 140 °C under vacuum and modest applied pressure. The resulting microphase-separated structures were characterized by 9 synchrotron-source small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Comparison of the SAXS patterns ( Figure 11B) indicates that all three samples form long-range-ordered lamellar morphologies but also reveals two crucial differences. First, the lamellar periods (d* = 2π/q*) differ. Equal values of d* are perhaps expected since the chemical compositions and backbone and side chain lengths are all identical; on the contrary, BP-1 exhibits d* = 51.0 nm ( Figure 11B .i), while BP-2 (11B.ii) and BP-3 (11B.iii) exhibit d* = 49.5 and 46.5 nm, respectively. Second, the relative thicknesses of the A and B domains (dA and dB) also differ. Compared to BP-1, BP-2 forms more symmetric lamellae, as evidenced by the weak intensities of the even-order diffraction peaks (q2, q4, …) . The inverse-gradient BP-3 forms lamellae that are the most symmetric of all; in fact, the complete extinction of even-order peaks suggests that dA and dB are equal.
This symmetry is perhaps surprising: although the block volume fractions are equal (f = 0.50), the backbone lengths are highly asymmetric: Nbb,A = 3Nbb,B. The graft polymer backbones are clearly not fully extended as illustrated in Figure 11A . If the backbone were fully extended, dA = 3dB is expected for all samples ( Figure 12A ). Every fourth diffraction peak (q4, q8, …) would be weak, which is inconsistent with the SAXS data. Instead, the SAXS data indicates that the backbones are flexible and that changing the side chain distribution affects the backbone conformation. Gradient distributions in which the grafting density is either lowest (BP-2) or highest (BP-3) at the blockblock junction enable more efficient packing than uniform distributions (BP-1). Closer packing balances the backbone asymmetry with the demands of equal block volumes, most likely via bending of the A (PDMS) block backbone ( Figure 12B ). For all samples, the backbones should be strongly stretched at the domain interface as a consequence of segregation. In the case of BP-2, the chains should have the highest local backbone stiffness but also the greatest free volume at the free chain ends. Compared to the uniformly grafted BP-1, this may better accommodate high grafting density in the center of the domains. In the case of BP-3, since the backbones are already strongly stretched at the domain interfaces, the high grafting density may not significantly stretch the backbones further, resulting in the smallest d* among all three graft polymers. Low grafting density at the free chain ends should result in comparatively low backbone stiffness and therefore better accommodate bending in the A block ( Figure 12C ). Collectively, these results indicate that the side chain distribution affects chain stretching and packing. This result indicates that molecular "shape" is indeed an important design parameter, allowing materials to possess nonequilibrium density distributions.
CONCLUSION
Grafting-through ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) provides a versatile strategy for the design and synthesis of polymers with tailored side chain distributions. Controlled copolymerization of an ω-norbornenyl macromonomer and a discrete norbornenyl diluent constructs graft architectures through the backbone; as a result, the backbone sequence directly dictates the side chain distribution. Since tuning the backbone sequence requires changing the relative reactivity of the co-monomers, we first investigated steric and electronic effects on the homopolymerization kinetics of 23 diluents. Varying the stereochemistry, anchor groups, and substituents varies the homopolymerization rate constants over two orders of magnitude (0.36
), reflecting a wide scope of monomer reactivity. These small-molecule monomers can be readily prepared and diversified, providing a convenient library for future development. In order to provide further guidance, we identified rate trends and studied their origins through complementary mechanistic studies. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that formation of a Ru-O six-membered chelate (which sequesters the catalyst in an unproductive form) is significantly different for endo and exo isomers. Future studies will expand our understanding of the ROMP mechanism for both diluents and macromonomers. Other factors that could affect the ROMP kinetics, including for example solvent quality and additives, will also be explored.
Building on these results, we studied the copolymerization kinetics of selected diluents and a poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), or polystyrene (PS) macromonomer. The co-monomer concentrations were monitored by 1 H NMR, and the cross-propagation rate constants were calculated by non-linear least squares regression based on the Mayo-Lewis terminal model. Trends involving the measured self-propagation rate constants and the calculated reactivity ratios (r1 and r2) were identified. In general, for the 26 co-monomer pairs studied, the greater the difference between homopolymerization rates, the greater the gradient tendency (r1/r2 >> 1 or r1/r2 << 1). The backbone sequence -and therefore the polymer architecture -can be tailored simply by choosing the appropriate diluent among the library introduced herein or by designing an appropriate monomer. We note that, at present, de novo prediction of the reactivity ratios from the macromonomer and diluent chemical structures is not possible. However, we anticipate that the versatility of this design strategy, coupled with the broad functional group tolerance of ROMP and its living character, should enable the design and synthesis of graft polymers with almost any desired graft chemistry and graft distribution.
We further demonstrated the ease and versatility of this approach by synthesizing three AB graft diblock polymers that differ only in the distribution of side chains along the backbone. Analysis of the annealed, microphase-separated structures by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) indicated that the graft block polymers all formed long-range-ordered lamellar structures. Differences in the lamellar periods and domain thicknesses reflect changes in the chain conformations. These results demonstrate the physical consequences of varying the side chain distribution. Ultimately, the design strategy outlined herein provides extensive customizability in terms of polymer
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